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By the end of this session, you  will be able to:

´ Understand what is research protocol ?
´ Identify the components of a research protocol
´ Understand the importance of research protocol
´ Able to write a research protocol introduction



Research Protocol 
´A formal written record that one prepares BEFORE 

research fieldwork is undertaken
´provide a clearly and plainly provides an overview of a 

proposed study

´satisfy an organization's guidelines for protecting the 
safety of human  or animal subjects who might be 
adversely impacted by the research.
 



Research Protocol 

´Research protocols are typically 
submitted to Institutional Review Boards 
(IRBs) within universities and research 
centres. 



Components 
of

A Research Protocol 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



Importance of Research Protocol 
´Develop novel ideas during writing proposal.
´Convince yourself and others that your research is 

worth doing.
´Keep you focused on your research work
´A manual for members of the research team to ensure 

they adhere to the methods outlined



research problem 
´A situation for which we have no ready & successful 

response by instinct or by previous acquired habit
´An area of concern where there is a gap in the 

knowledge base needed for professional practices



research problem 

´This is where you explain the research problem and question
´This section states the problem that you are exploring.
´It must consist of or address five components:

´ Defining the problem,
´ showing the severity of the problem, 
´showing the extent of the problem, 
´showing the gap analysis,  
´finally set the research questions.



research problem 

´The research question is specific, concise, and clear. The research 
question can be expanded upon by stating sub-questions.

´Note: The difference between the research problem and research 
question is that the problem is broader, while the research question 
represents the “one question that you will answer at the end of 
your research 



research Significance 

´State concisely and clearly the importance of your study.
´Emphasize on any novelty or innovation
´Convey the significance of your research to

´1) scientific contribution 
´2) improving in public health  
´3) change in  health policies
´4) change in patient care
´ etc., 



Research Objectives 
´ This is the place where you have to describe the research aim as it 

relates to solving the uncertainty or burning question you are 
interested in.

´ It should explicitly hint towards the contribution you want to make with 
the intended study.

´ Need to set both major and specific objectives in a very harnessed 
way

´ Specific objective should not go beyond the major objective even in 
using action words 



Research Objectives 
´ The research objective should be SMART 
´ (Specific, 
´ Measurable, 
´ Achievable, 
´ Relevance 
´ Time bound



Literature Review 

´A critical, objective summary of the known extent of the problem and 
confirms that the research question is appropriate

´Reference should be made to the findings of studies performed internationally 
and locally to address the problem

´Attention should be drawn to the positives, negatives and limitations of the 
studies quoted 

´The review should include the most recent publications in the field
´ Go from general to specific



Literature Review 

´Novel methods and those particularly suited to local circumstances should be 
highlighted

´Relate key words to dependent and independent variables
´By the end of the review it should be clear that the researcher has a thorough 

understanding of the problem and why the proposed study design has been 
chosen, based on gaps in knowledge and conflicting results



Literature Review 

´Logical Flow
´Keep related ideas together under the same subheading
´Literature review is a summary of other’s findings
´Methods are those chosen for the thesis
´Results are new findings of the study
´Discussion is about the results of the study, new literature should not be included
´Conclusions are related to research question/ hypothesis/ objectives
´It should not be a series of unconnected summaries of studies, but rather a 

synthesis of previous related literature



Thank You 
and

Questions
 

 


